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 Editor’s Note 
 

Welcome to the inaugural issue of Apikor-

sus!, the magazine for those who dare to find 

their own path. It is the mission of the maga-

zine to provide quality content relevant to the 

unique interests of those who formerly be-

lieved in Orthodox Judaism. While the mem-

bers of our community come from communi-

ties that  span the spectrum of Orthodoxy and 

include people who are Off the Derech (OTD) 

in the closet (ITC), Orthoprax, in the process of 

leaving their communities, and those who long 

ago left the frum world, we all share experi-

ences and trials in common. It is the goal of the 

magazine to speak to those shared experiences; 

to provide an outlet for talented writers and 

artists from our community to share their ex-

periences, insights, humor, and advice; and to 

be a source of resources and entertainment for 

the OTD community 

There is nothing else quite like Apikorsus!, 

and hasn’t been since the days of the maskilim. 

The closest parallel to Apikorsus! are OTD-

related social media groups and the occasional 

article on various websites or publications. 

This is the only publication that is entirely de-

voted to material by and for the OTD commu-

nity.  

There's something about a magazine, a for-

mal publication, that is qualitatively different 

than content published on blogs, Facebook, 

and other online forums. There's something 

about the printed page that has weight, espe-

cially for those who share the Jewish reverence 

for books. There's also a level of polish and so-

phistication which can be achieved in a publi-

cation where multiple people work on and re-

view each feature, something that isn't present 

in informal online forums. And a magazine has 

a permanence that online publication does not. 

Many of the old blogs have disappeared. Even 

online magazines come and go, and when 

they're gone, they're gone without a trace. It is 

my hope that this magazine will endure.  

The first issue 
This first issue is timed to come out just be-

fore Pesach, and has two articles relevant to the 

holiday. It also comes out as the world is in the 

midst of the Coronavirus outbreak, and we 

look back to see how Jewish believers and 

skeptics nearly a hundred years ago had the 

same conflicts over disease that we are seeing 

now. In these pages are art, experiences, and 

insight into the shared journey we all have in 

common. I hope this issue will be the first of 

many, and that you enjoy reading it as much as 

we enjoyed making it. 

A word about the name Apikorsus! 
Why “Apikorsus!”? Isn’t that too confronta-

tional, too negative, too harsh? 

Perhaps, but that’s the point.  

We're not just nebechs who've gone OTD: 

ignorant tinokes shenishba who don't know bet-

ter or weak-willed hedonists who have been 

misled by our taivos. We're apikorsim! We know 

exactly what we're doing, and why. The con-

tent of the magazine is heretical, in the best 

sense of the word: a departure from the narrow 

spectrum of acceptable beliefs found in our 

communities of origin. We are those who have 

dared to find our own paths, and who dare to 

speak of it. We are those who refuse to allow 

“apikorsus!” (said in shocked and angry tones) 

to be used as a bludgeon to beat us into silence. 

What we say is apikorsus, and we declare it 

with pride! We are those who dared to ques-

tion the unquestionable tenets of our commu-

nities, those who dared to entertain apikorsus, 

and we’re going to continue to do so. 
 

Shragy Lowenstein 
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  Letters to the Editor 
Letters can be sent to the editor at Apikorsus@outlook.com 

Subject line should read, “Letters to the Editor.” 

 

Future editions will have your letters in this space. Please 

share with us your reactions to the articles you find in Apikor-

sus!, and let us know what you would like to see in the fu-

ture. We look forward to hearing from you! 
 

- The Apikorsus! team 

Contributors 

Wanted 

Contact us at  

Apikorsus@outlook.com 

 

Writers, Artists, Poets, and Others 
You can be published in Apikorsus! magazine! 
 

We’re always looking for talented contributors. Have a pitch? 

An article or artwork you would like to share? Let us know! 

 

Not a writer? You can still share your experiences in our Mem-

oir and Tales Out of School features. 
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My friends gave me a siddur for 

my bas mitzvah.  

I was the first in my friend 

group to become bas mitzvah, and 

they surprised me with the gift. 

They composed an inscription for 

the front cover, and asked one of 

their older sisters, an “older single” 

who had become an honorary 

member of our group,  to write it so 

that it would be extra-neat. They 

added their signatures to the bot-

tom. 

I used the siddur every school 

day, from when I got it in sixth 

grade through seminary. It gath-

ered bits of memories throughout 

the years. In 8th grade it was pencil 

markings over the shva nahs and 

svha nachs in the Shema of shacharis. 

At the ninth grade School Shabbos I 

stuck a sticker with a hareinu piece 

to say for kavanah in the front cover. 

For a while, I used the siddur 

every single day, keeping it in my 

bag for shacharis in school and 

bringing it home to use for shacharis 

on Shabbos and Sunday. By the 

time I was in 11th grade, my poor 

little siddur only saw daylight on 

school days. I didn’t use it on Shab-

bos and Sundays. I left it in my bag 

in the front hallway where all my 

siblings’ schoolbags were stashed. 

I was still describing myself as 

frum then. I didn’t daven except 

when forced to – in school because 

that was the routine and at home 

when my mother made me feel 

guilty enough.  

Even when I did daven, I didn’t 

really.  

“It’s bad enough you don’t 

want to go to shul anymore, now 

you don’t daven at all?!” My mother 

would say. I would open a siddur 

and flip through it a bit until she 

left the room. As soon as she had 

gone back to the kitchen, I put 

down the siddur and picked up my 

book. While I read, I listened with 

half an ear for her movements. 

When she came back into the living 

room, I would be up to the next big 

bit in shacharis or mussaf, with my 

book face-down on the couch next 

to me. After about half an hour, 

enough time would have passed 

that I could conceivably have fin-

ished davening, and I stopped pre-

tending. 

In 12th grade, a friend took me 

Art 

I grew up with so many rules about music and songs. Raised as a girl, I couldn’t sing in front 

of men. Goyishe music was verboten. Many Jewish singers were frowned upon as well: 

music with a beat was bad, techno was following in the ways of the goyim… on and on. 

But when I listen to the music I love, when I listen to music that moves me, when I sing with 

no restrictions – it brings me closer to spirituality than I ever felt when davening. 

 

Bird and tree image from Nina Tara’s coloring book Enchanted.   

Our Art section features pieces from artists in our community that cap-

ture in some way the journey from Orthodoxy towards a new under-

standing of the world. 

 

If you have a piece of art you would like to have featured in Apikorsus!, 

please contact us at Apikorsus@outlook.com, and put “Art submission” 

in the subject line. 

Oppressive Prayer 

Uplifting Art 
 

By Dainy Bernstein 

 

Many of us experienced religious requirements as a source of 

pain. While that pain can never be erased, it can be subli-

mated to create something beautiful where before there was 

only ugliness. 
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aside to give me some sincere mus-

sar. I always finished shemoneh esrei 

really fast, before anyone else in the 

class. It seemed highly 

unlikely, she said, that I 

could be saying all the 

words.I thanked her for 

the tochachah, even as I 

thought to myself, ‘Of 

course I don’t say all the 

words.’ By then I was 

using a technique for 

davening that I had per-

fected during bentching 

at the Shabbos table. I mum-

bled the words really quickly 

while skimming my eyes 

over them. I didn’t say every 

single word, or every sylla-

ble, because I was essentially 

sight-reading while moving 

my lips. It allowed me to day-

dream while davening.  

I didn’t take my siddur 

with me when I moved out of 

my parents’ home at age 25. I 

wasn’t sure that I was not 

going to be frum at that point. 

I had moved into a Modern 

Orthodox girls’ apartment on 

the upper border of the Up-

per West Side, and I honestly 

thought I might be Modern 

Orthodox – which my par-

ents would see as nearly OTD 

anyway. But still, I left my 

siddur back home, in a box 

full of high school stuff. 

For the first 

few years after 

I left, dealing 

with high 

school memo-

ries was pain-

ful. In many 

ways it still is. 

Eventually, I 

channeled the 

pain into an 

a g g r e s s i v e 

archival pro-

ject. I got involved with Naomi 

Seidman’s Bais Yaakov Project and I 

changed my dissertation subject to 

focus on Olomeinus and the frum 

children’s books that I grew up 

with. I went back to my parents’ 

home and retrieved boxes of my 

papers and notebooks from nursery 

through seminary. My siddur was in 

one of those boxes.  

Sitting on the floor, opening 

that box for the first time in years, 

taking out this burgundy faux-

leather-covered siddur with my He-

brew name embossed in gold, with 

my old friends’ signatures and their 

formulaic wish for me inscribed on 

the inside cover, with a sticker 

handed out by G.O. in high school – 

it evoked so many feelings. I sat 

with it in my hands for a while, not-

ing the oil stains on the bottom of 

the pages where my thumb had 

rested so many times. 

I put most of my papers and 

notebooks and random objects 

away after scanning and catalogu-

ing them, but for some reason I 

kept the siddur on my desk.  

I had been doing blackout po-

ems for a while as a way to medi-

tate and relieve anxiety. It felt deli-

ciously transgressive to think about 

doing blackout poems using my 

siddur. It took a while for me to ac-

tually tear out a page, but once I 

started, I couldn’t stop. I called it 

“text rehabilitation.” I was taking a 

text that caused me so much pain - 

an artifact that was a part of my 

past, part of what I was trying to 

unravel as I attempted to find my-

self and make sense of who I was, 

who I am, and who I want to be – 

and I was making something beau-

tiful out of it. 

Dainy Bernstein is a PhD student 

in the English Department of the 

CUNY Graduate Center. Their disser-

tation is about Haredi children's litera-

ture from 1980-2000. They teach me-

dieval, children's, and Young Adult 

literature at Lehman College. 

the first time in years, taking 
out this burgundy faux-leather-
covered siddur with my Hebrew 
name embossed in gold, ... it 
evoked so many feelings 

 

Visit our website  

apikorsus.wordpress.com 
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As this first issue of Apikorsus! 

magazine is timed to go to print just 

before Pesach, it's fitting that I re-

visit the Haggadah’s rasha. When I 

started blogging back in 2009, I 

named my blog “The Second Son,” 

a reference to the second son of the 

Haggadah’s arbah banim - the rasha. 

My very first blog post was titled 

“The Rasha.” It's fitting that this 

article, the first that I’m writing for 

this new magazine, expands upon 

that post, drawing on what I’ve 

learned in the eleven plus years 

since I first wrote it. 

It’s often said that Judaism en-

courages questions. The gemara is a 

litany of questions and answers, 

and it's a stereotype that Jewish 

people answer questions with other 

questions. And it's true - up to a 

point. The gemara is a series of ques-

tions and answers, but it asks only 

certain types of questions. Ques-

tions are used to clarify the point 

under discussion, but the assump-

tions that underlie the discussion 

are never themselves questioned. 

Jacob Neusner writes in The Talmud, 

"In Talmudic dialogues, people reg-

istered dissent in accord with the 

rules governing the iron consensus 

of the whole."1 

This continues to be true of the 

frum world today. Questions are 

encouraged, but, just as in the ge-

mara, questions are encouraged 

only within certain parameters, 

with the understanding that every-

one accepts without question the 

framework within which the dis-

cussion is taking place. One may 

ask only questions within the sys-

tem, questions that don't challenge 

the fundamentals of frumkeit. Woe 

to the person who questions the 

system itself. 

One is encouraged to ask for 

instructions on how to properly 

perform a mitzvah; or to ask how 

what it says in the pasuk over here 

can be reconciled with what it says 

in the pasuk over there; or to ask 

how to understand something in 

the Torah that "seems" to contradict 

what we know to be true about the 

world. It is never okay to question 

the underlying assumption that it is 

worthwhile to perform mitzvos or 

that every seeming difficulty and 

contradiction can be resolved.  

It is allowable to ask how we 

know that the system - frumkeit - is 

true, but only as long as one accepts 

the pat answers that are in circula-

tion in the frum world. In one online 

conversation I had on this subject, 

one person declared, "Questions are 

allowed. Answers that are consid-

RASHA  
Mah Hu Omer 

 

By Shragy Lowenstein 

The frum world tells itself that it encourages questioning, but 

the experiences of those who have dared to question frumkeit 

tell a different story. A look at the chacham and the rasha of 

the Haggadah’s arbah banim shows us why. 
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ered apikorsis are not." In his mind, 

one may ask any question one 

wants. It's only the answers that are 

circumscribed. But as soon as some 

answers are declared off-limits, real 

questions are no longer being al-

lowed. All that’s being allowed are 

rhetorical questions that act as 

props to the accepted dogmas.  

As Noam Chomsky, the contro-

versial linguist and philosopher, 

famously said, “The smart way to 

keep people passive and obedient is 

to strictly limit the spectrum of ac-

ceptable opinion, but allow very 

lively debate within that spec-

trum—even encourage the more 

critical and dissident views. That 

gives people the sense that there's 

free thinking going on, while all the 

time the presuppositions of the sys-

tem are being reinforced by the lim-

its put on the range of the debate.”2 

This quote captures the intellec-

tual life of the frum world. Enor-

mous amounts of intellectual en-

ergy are spent discussing and de-

bating the minutiae of within-the-

system questions, while about-the-

system questions are strictly cen-

sured. Teachers attack questions 

and questioners for challenging 

Orthodoxy's truths. This is not just 

my experience, but the experience 

of the majority of people who have 

gone through the frum educational 

system and have had the audacity 

to question the party line.3 

The Pesach Seder is an event 

whose express purpose is to en-

courage children to ask questions. 

What kind of questions, though, are 

they supposed to be asking? The 

Haggadah demonstrates how we're 

supposed to react to different types 

of questions. The chacham’s type of 

question is to be encouraged, and 

the response is to teach him what 

he wants to know. The rasha’s type 

of question is forbidden, and is to 

be met with rhetorical violence. 

What's the difference between 

the questions? It is often said that 

the chacham and the rasha ask the 

same question: essentially, “Why 

are you doing all of this?” The dif-

ference, we're told, is that the 

chacham asks because he genuinely 

wants to know more about the 

practices, while the rasha asks 

merely so that he can make fun of 

them. 

As with many things that mefor-

shim tell us have deep lessons, the 

real reason for the similarity be-

tween the questions is boringly 

mundane: it's a mistake. The sons’ 

questions in the Haggadah are 

quotes from the Torah. The 

chacham’s question is quoted from 

Devarim 6:20, and the text as we 

have it now says, "What are the tes-

timonies, the statutes, and the ordi-

nances, which the Lord our God 

has commanded you?" 

This text is wrong.  

There are many sources, both 

within and outside of the tradi-

tional Jewish canon, that have the 

question in Devarim 6:20 as “…God 

has commanded us.” These include 

the Mekhilta, the Yerushalmi, the 

Vulgate, the Septuagint, and many 

old Haggadahs.4 

Despite knowing the real an-

swer, we can still use the question 

of why the two sons’ similar ques-

tions elicit such different answers to 

illustrate a point about the frum 

world's attitudes toward question-

ing. As they appear in our Hag-

“The way to keep people passive and obedient is to strictly limit the spectrum 
of acceptable opinion, but allow very lively debate within that spectrum” 

The “Rasha” 
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gadah, the difference between the 

two questions is not that of the 

seeker of knowledge versus the 

boor seeking to disparage the ritual, 

“good” versus “bad,” but is rather 

the difference between two differ-

ent premises. The chacham asks, 

“What are the testimonies, decrees, 

and laws that God has commanded 

you?” He is starting from the prem-

ise that these actions were com-

manded by God, and is asking for 

clarification as to why God com-

manded these things and what, ex-

actly, God wants him to do. The 

rasha asks a similar question, but 

one with an entirely different prem-

ise. He asks: “What is this work to 

you?” That is, why are you doing 

these things? What is the purpose? 

He starts from the premise that 

there is no apparent reason to be 

doing these strange things, and 

asks for justification for these ac-

tions. It's the difference between 

within-the-system questions, which 

are encouraged, and about-the-

system questions, which are forbid-

den. Those who ask the first type of 

question are considered wise, and 

are praised by teachers and other 

authority figures. Those who ask 

the second type of question are con-

sidered wicked, and in keeping 

with the Haggadah’s injunction to, 

“knock out his teeth,“ are met with 

rhetorical violence. They are called 

reshaim, apikorsim, accused of being 

evil, arrogant, or overwhelmed by 

their taivos. 

From where we’re standing, 

outside of the system, those ques-

tions look very different. The 

chacham, while he may be clever, 

even brilliant, is someone who has 

never learned to see beyond the 

narrow bounds of the system 

within which he finds himself. For 

all his intelligence and inquisitive-

ness, he lacks real curiosity and the 

ability to examine the truths and 

norms of his society. The rasha does 

just that. The Haggadah’s version 

of the rasha is not an evil person, a 

bully who uses force and intimida-

tion to achieve his ends. He's a 

heretic, a skeptic, someone who 

dares to examine the underlying 

assumptions of the system within 

which he finds himself. He dares to 

think for himself. He is us. 

Shragy Lowenstein has been writ-

ing about Judaism and the arguments 

for and against it since 2008. He is the 

author of Breaking The Kuzari, which 

systematically dissects the famous Ku-

zari Argument. In addition to his vari-

ous literary projects, he works part-

time as a freelance writer and copy edi-

tor. He can be contacted at 

Shraga_Lowenstein@verizon.net 

 

Notes: 
1 Nuesner, J. (2006). The Talmud. 

Lanham, Md.: Rowman & Littlefield. 

page 124-125 

2 Chomsky, N. (1998). The Com-

mon Good. Odonian Press 

3 Of the respondents to the web 

survey conducted as research for the 

book Off the Derech, 51% felt they could-

n't ask questions in class, and 64% felt 

that when they did ask questions, the 

answers were not satisfactory. Margo-

lese, F.(2005). Off the Derech. Jerusalem, 

Israel: Devora Publishing Company. p. 

234 

4 Kulp, J. (2015). The Schechter 

Haggadah: Art, History and Commen-

tary. The Schechter Institute ofJewish 

Studies . P. 210 

The chacham lacks real curiosity and the ability to examine the truths and norms of 
his society. The rasha dares to examine the underlying assumptions of the system. 

The “Chacham” 
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I’ve read that there is a grieving 

or mourning process when going 

OTD, and I’ve mapped it onto the 

five stages of grief identified by the 

Kübler-Ross model: 

 

1. Denial 
When evidence that contradicts 

the validity of the Torah presents 

itself to an Orthodox Jew, the first 

reaction is to deny that the evidence 

is really credible or that it can be 

applied to refute the Torah. Pretty 

much any Orthodox Jew who 

learns about evidence that contra-

dicts the Orthodox worldview be-

gins with this stage, and I think that 

many stay in this stage for a large 

part of their lives. I was in this stage 

from the moment I became Ortho-

dox and, until recently, I would 

constantly fall back to this first 

stage. 

 

2. Anger 
When I would argue with non-

Orthodox Jews in favor of the 

Lubavitch worldview, I would pre-

sent our "beautiful" Torah and its 

"perfect" message. I thought this 

surely would bring those Jews who 

were not connected with Yiddishkeit 

into the fold. How could it not? The 

only reason they didn't already ac-

cept it is because they never heard 

of it before, I reasoned. When my 

views were challenged I fell into 

stage one, denial. I brought my 

(rather weak) rationalizations of the 

apparent problems, and presented 

them as strong evidence.  

Sometimes the back and forth 

would go on for a while until my 

rationalizations and denials ran 

dry, at which point I became angry. 

"Why are they being so stubborn?!" 

I would think to myself, "They are 

just trying to be jerks/trolling/are in 

denial/etc!" I would honestly get 

very frustrated and angry. Occa-

sionally this anger would come out 

as insults. Usually I would stay po-

lite, and keep my emotions pent up 

inside. Often later, in the car, I 

would scream and curse in frustra-

tion, and then feel  guilty about it. It 

seems really silly now that I think 

about it. It was so childish, like a 

baby who didn't get his way. Is that 

really what having the truth feels 

like? 

Most often I would end up ig-

noring the issue and return to de-

nial. Other times I would turn to 

bargaining. 

 

3. Bargaining 
Sometimes I would bargain 

with God. I would ask God to give 

me the insight to show these lost 

The 5 Stages of  

Mourning  
Orthodoxy 
By Daniel Rosenberg 

 

Originally published on The Skeptitcher Rebbe blog, October 24, 2010.  
Reprinted with author’s permission. 

 

Editor’s note: This article has been edited for style and length. 

 

Losing one’s faith in Judaism can be a difficult and painful proc-

ess, akin to losing someone you were close to. In this piece, 

the blogger Skeptitcher Rebbe identifies five stages of grief 

that one may experience on their journey away from frumkeit. 

The Wisdom of the Jewish Skeptic Blogosphere  
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Jews the beauty of Torah, the simcha 

of frumkeit. In return I would go out 

and help more Yidden become frum. 

Other times I would tell God I 

would learn more Chassidus, daven 

more, say tehillim, etc. in order for 

Him to help me in my arguments.  

When this failed to work I be-

gan bargaining in my arguments 

themselves. If only I became more 

open to their view points, or if I 

said nice things about them and 

their posts in other more pareve top-

ics I could win them over. I would 

compliment them, concede more 

often, and would look for posts that 

I didn't disagree with in order to 

praise their opinions. By doing this, 

I thought, maybe later they would 

do the same for me when I would 

argue a point. This also failed mis-

erably. So what if someone was nice 

to you. Non-frum people being nice 

to me had never changed my opin-

ion about their views an iota. Why 

should it do so for their opinions 

about my views.  

When bargaining failed, I 

would lapse into anger, denial, and 

sometimes, depression. 

 

4. Depression 
When all of my efforts at ration-

alizing failed, and venting my an-

ger didn't work, the final form of 

bargaining that I tried led me to 

become really depressed. I had bar-

gained that if I were to view the 

problems from the atheistic per-

spective, perhaps I would find the 

flaw in their thinking. But I could 

find no flaw. How could this denial 

of the "truth" have no flaws?! What 

was I doing wrong? Why was God 

not helping me? Why would God 

let the atheists win? Often I would 

give up hope and try over time to 

forget about it all.  

 

5. Acceptance 
I reached acceptance three 

times, each time with a different 

issue. 

The first was the issue of homo-

sexuality. After much struggle, I 

came to accept that there was noth-

ing wrong with homosexuality. I 

accepted that some people are just 

born that way, that there really is 

nothing wrong with being gay, and 

that to oppose it really is evil. I 

don’t know why this did not break 

my faith, since Torah explicitly re-

jects homosexuality. I mostly just 

put it out of my mind and didn't 

think about it. 

The second was the issue of the 

creation story and the flood story. I 

came to accept that they were non-

sense and totally incorrect. In a sort 

of Slifkinesque way I argued that 

this didn't affect the basic truth of 

the Torah, and then went back to 

denial. 

Finally I accepted that Torah 

miSinai (TMS) didn't happen and 

that what I had been sold about the 

Torah was indeed false. Belief in 

TMS was always my foundation for 

believing in the truth of Yiddishkeit. 

Once that fell, it all really fell. I 

have accepted that there is nothing 

divine about Yiddishkeit and that it 

was all man made. 

Although I no longer grieve 

over my faith in Torah, I am still 

grieving over my reduction in prac-

tice. It’s hard to let go. 

What was I doing wrong? Why 
was God not helping me? Why 
would God let the atheists win?  
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I went to Yeshiva Tiferes 

Elimelech (YTE) for elementary 

school, a Litvish yeshiva where all 

boys wore button-down shirts, dark 

pants, black sneakers, and large 

yarmulkes on their heads. YTE was 

a good fit for my family. It fit with 

our stature in the community and 

with our shul. My parents were 

older than the parents of most other 

kids my age, but that didn’t stop 

them from sheltering me, from 

“helicoptering” me and controlling 

all that I had precious access to. No 

TV and no movies, chas vesholom. 

(We did have a computer with dial-

up internet because my brother was 

a programmer and “needed it for 

work.”) No newspapers save for 

Yated, and later, the Hamodia and 

Mishpachah. Even the Jewish Press 

didn’t enter our house since it was 

for “goyim,” rachmanah litzlan. Or 

for Modern people. Same thing. We 

are better than them, holier than 

them, more refined than them. And 

so each week on Shabbos, I’d read 

the Yated, Hamodia, or Mish-

pachah magazine. It kept me busy. 

I’d learn all about news that was 

several days old at best, through 

the eyes of a set of frum people with 

an ever-narrowing focus and mind-

set. There were no trips to the pub-

lic library. The only books I read 

were stories of gedolim or of the 

Holocaust. During the week, I’d 

build with Legos or play with my 

Erector sets while listening to a tape 

of The Story of Purim or another 

Shmuel Kunda production. Oh, the 

good old 

days! 

B a c k 

when this 

s t o r y 

h a p -

p e n e d , 

YTE occupied a modest building on 

16th avenue and 58th streets in Bor-

ough Park, diagonally across from a 

police station. Not that they were 

ever called. YTE students were al-

ways well-behaved, and you’ll soon 

see why. It happened the year I was 

in second grade. Second grade is 

the year that everything is familiar. 

The beginning of elementary school 

is over, and every kid knows where 

to go, what to do, and how to be-

have. By second grade, most kids 

“get it.” It’s also the year that kids 

begin to act up, that they begin to 

think for themselves and to do 

things that serve their own inter-

ests. 

YTE had two floors, and first 

graders and under weren’t allowed 

upstairs. There were two staircases, 

one at the front end of the building, 

and one in the rear. The forbidding 

presence of Mrs. Davis, the secre-

tary, kept first graders from trying 

to ascend the forbidden stairs at the 

front of the building. She’d only 

have had to glance out her window 

to catch us, red-footed, trying to see 

what lay above. We might have had 

a better chance on the back stairs, 

but we were scared of the older 

Tales out of School  

The 

Smack 
 

By Yossi Zidell 

 

When genuine, if disruptive, concern for davening properly is met with violent punishment, a 

child’s perception is changed in an instant. 

No TV and no movies, … No newspa-
pers  … No trips to the public library 
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kids. The back stairs 

had a landing half-

way up where the 

stairs took a right 

turn. In first grade, 

the nook under that 

landing became our 

hideaway and our 

secret spot. But now 

that we were in sec-

ond grade, we re-

ceived the official 

upgrade to move to 

the second floor, and 

we felt like kings. 

After all, who else 

dwelled on the sec-

ond floor, if not for 

kings? 

The second grade rebbe was 

Rabbi Dunn, perhaps the largest 

rebbe I had ever had: tall, broad, and 

fat. You know the type that wears 

short sleeves even during a bliz-

zard? Yup, that was him. We all 

looked up to Rabbi Dunn, because 

he was, after all, our rebbe, and a 

rebbe is second only to God him-

self. We looked to Rabbi Dunn to 

impart his wisdom. If Rabbi Dunn 

taught second grade, the older kids, 

the kings, he must know a lot; he 

must be the smartest person of all 

time. 

The day of the smack dawned 

like any other. I got dressed in my 

conservative clothing, ate Kemach 

cheerios with Golden Flow milk, 

and walked to the corner to wait for 

the bright yellow school bus. On 

the bus at the corner, off the bus in 

front of the school. Make sure to 

behave as I go into the building, lest 

the police walk across the street and 

lock us up in jail. And up the stairs I 

went. Oh, how powerful and big 

and strong I felt. 

The second grade classroom 

was long and narrow. The seats 

were arranged in three rows of six 

or seven desks each. Ooh, la la. Sec-

ond grade had proper desks! See 

how wonderful it is to be in second 

grade? I’ll bet you’d want to do it 

all over again if you had the chance! 

In Rabbi Dunn’s classroom, you 

entered on the back-left corner of 

the room. My seat was in the right-

hand row, near the windows, the 

second from the last seat. Perhaps 

we sat in alphabetical ordering of 

the last names? That wouldn’t be 

the last time a teacher organized us 

that way. It made finding out who 

made trouble easier. 

We played a little until the 

monstrous Rabbi Dunn arrived, 

framed in the doorway. Each of us 

scrambled to find the shortest path 

to our respective seats. Rabbi Dunn 

walked up to the front of the class-

room, with his teacher’s desk in 

front of the center row, and we be-

gan davening. If you davened well, 

you received tickets that could be 

exchanged for prizes.  

You had to stand for certain 

parts of davening, while others 

were said while sitting. For Shema, 

we stood. I stood to the left of my 

desk, attempting to say the first 

paragraph of Ve’ahavta. “Ve'ahavta 

es Adonai Elohecha bechal levovcha 

uvechol ….” I recited. The kid to my 

left was a few words ahead of me, 

and was davening in an obnoxiously 

loud voice, presumably to attract 

Rabbi Dunn’s attention and receive 

an extra ticket. I found myself 

struggling to concentrate. I cared 

about davening properly. Heaven 

forbid I mixed up the words! No! 

That would have terrible conse-

quences up in shomayim.  

I needed a way to focus on 

what I had to say. After all, the To-

rah says “chayecha kodmin,” your 

own life comes first. I paused my 

recital of the Shema, turned my 

head to the left, and said, “Shhhh.” 

Shhh, please lower your voice so 

that I would not be disturbed, and 

can direct my mouth to say all of 

the words, in order. Whoops! That 

was the wrong thing to do. 

“Yossi Zidell, come here”. A 

massive right-hand index finger 

was crooked from the front of the 

classroom in my general direction, 

and the bending of it left no doubt 

as to its meaning. I was to approach 

Rabbi Dunn’s desk. I had done 

something wrong and was about to 

pay for it. The class quieted down, 

and my face turned shades of pink, 
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purple, and who knows what other 

colors. I walked, face down, to the 

front of the classroom and stood in 

front of his desk. 

I knew what was coming. Mis-

behavior at YTE resulted in corpo-

ral punishment. The offender had 

to hold out his hand, and the 

teacher would hit it with a ruler. 

The thwack and the stinging in your 

hand told you, “Don’t do that 

again!” I placed my right hand on 

the desk, waiting for Rabbi Dunn to 

reach into his drawer and get out 

his ruler. I had clearly done some-

thing bad and was deserving of a 

punishment. I deserved to be 

smacked with a ruler. But Rabbi 

Dunn did not open his drawer. I 

was confused. Why did he beckon 

me to his desk? If it was not to be 

hit by a ruler, what could he have 

had in mind? 

“Take off your glasses.” Rabbi 

Dunn said. 

‘Uh oh!’ I thought. If the glasses 

had to come off, it could only mean 

one thing. He would smack my 

face, and he didn’t want to deal 

with reimbursing my par-

ents for a new frame. I 

turned an even darker 

shade of something. Hands 

trembling, I slowly re-

moved my glasses and 

placed them upon the desk. 

Rabbi Dunn took aim with 

his large hand, and struck 

my cheek with what felt 

like the force of a truck.  

WHAM! My cheek 

burned. My face burned. 

My head hurt. My self-esteem was 

destroyed. Under the force of that 

blow, the care I had for davening, 

the sincere concern I had for fulfill-

ing the ratzon Hashem and sending 

my telfilos to Shomayim that had 

prompted the “Shhh” in the first 

place, shattered and died, never to 

return. 

Yossi Zidell is a software engineer, 

writer, and Netflix chiller. In his free 

time, he follows up on the latest in the 

tech world, and likes to solve jigsaw 

puzzles and read romance novels.  

WHAM! Under the force of that blow, the 
care I had for davening shattered and died 

Intellect vs. Emotion 
The Only Legitimate Reason to Leave Orthodoxy 

 

By Zalman Newfield 

 

Do people leave frumkeit primarily for intellectual or for emotional reasons? Is one “better” 

than the other? Or are all reasons “legitimate?” 

 

The teachings of the Tanya permeated my thinking for the first two decades of my life. Like every good Lubavitcher, 

I studied the Tanya in high school, memorized chapters of it in summer camp, and stayed up late at farbrengens 

(devotional gatherings) grappling with its implications for my life. The Tanya, the foundational theological text of 

Lubavitch first published in 1797, teaches that it is a person’s obligation to ensure that his mind always controls his 

heart. This is to prevent his emotions from leading him to temptation and moral ruin. Mo’ach shalat al ha-lev: the mind 

must control the heart. The mind is more valuable, more true than the heart.  
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Though I left the community in my twenties and 

ultimately earned a PhD in sociology—studying others 

who had left Ultra-Orthodoxy, and tracing the lingering 

effects of their upbringings, no less!—much of my up-

bringing has lingered on in my own heart and mind. As 

I interviewed scores of former Hasidim, I was mindful 

of what I had in common with them and of how my 

story differed from theirs. One of the more surprising 

things I learned about myself was the extent to which I 

had internalized the Tanya’s teaching that the mind must 

take precedence over the heart. I had unconsciously 

brought this assumption with me into my social science 

research.  

In my first year of 

graduate school, I wanted 

to investigate why others 

left the religious commu-

nity. Was it usually for in-

tellectual reasons, or for 

emotional ones? I consid-

ered myself one of the intellectuals: I had found my way 

into a prestigious graduate program after having 

learned English on my own as a teenager. I naturally 

privileged the experiences of those whose narrative in-

volved intellectual breaks with the community and cere-

bral, logical calculations about the merits and demerits 

of remaining “in the fold.” They were the “real” apikor-

sim (heretics). They had left religion because they had 

discovered the contradictions within the religious texts 

or between the texts and external bodies of knowledge 

such as science. While those they left behind in their 

families and yeshivas may have considered them am-

haratzim (ignoramuses) who were too uninformed or too 

impatient to plumb the sources well enough to find 

ways to resolve any apparent contradictions, these 

apikorsim were going to be the heroes of my story. After 

all, mo’ach shalat al ha-lev: The mind must control the 

heart.  

But as my research deepened, it became difficult to 

disentangle the intellectualist narratives about leaving 

from other elements that emerged from the dozens of 

interviews I was conducting. Yaakov would start out 

with intellectual questions, but then would veer to his 

feelings of emotional isolation and alienation due to the 

questions that occupied his mind. Shaindl would de-

scribe experiencing emotional trauma in her community, 

but would draw a direct 

line from that emotional 

trauma to her intellectual 

questions about how the 

social rules and moral stan-

dards of her community 

had allowed or even fos-

tered the abuse she suf-

fered.  

Once I opened the door to the legitimacy of emo-

tional elements in my interviewees’ narratives, it wasn’t 

long before I questioned whether any particular aspect 

of these narratives could ever actually be considered the 

cause for leaving. None of what my interviewees offered 

as “reasons for leaving”—be they intellectual criticisms, 

physical and sexual abuse, or emotional trauma—are 

necessary or sufficient 

conditions for leaving. 

Some people leave with-

out having profound in-

tellectual disagreements 

with their community 

and without experiencing 

profound personal 

trauma. Likewise, there 

are people who have pro-

found questions or ex-

perienced trauma and 

still decide to remain in 

the community (either 

secretly leading a 

“heretical” life or still 

holding on to the beliefs 

and practices of their community). Having a reason for 

leaving is a far cry from actually leaving.  

I gradually shifted the focus of my research and 

writing to other aspects of the journey out of Orthodoxy. 

At the same time, I became increasingly aware of a 

pitched battle over what counts as a “legitimate” reason 

I became increasingly aware of a 
pitched battle over what counts as 
a “legitimate” reason for leaving. 
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for leaving. Of course, inside the religious community, 

there is no legitimate reason for leaving. Those who 

leave are routinely understood as lacking self-control 

and being overwhelmed by their “tayvas,” their base in-

stincts. They are described as meshuga, crazy. The reli-

gious community even takes the claim of mental illness 

to court to argue against the exiter having custody of his 

or her own children. 

Exiters naturally reject this narrative, but that does-

n’t mean that, among themselves, they accept just any 

reason for leaving. Exiters argue a great deal about the 

“correct” reason for leaving. In the interviews I con-

ducted some went so far as to denigrate and attack the 

narratives of those who claim to have left for different 

reasons from their own. Those who gave intellectual 

reasons argued that if one doesn’t leave for intellectual 

reasons, they are not really “frei,” free of Orthodoxy. 

They claim that if the exiters do not have “real” prob-

lems with their community, then as soon as they realize 

how hard it is to start over in mainstream society, they 

will come running back to the community to be readmit-

ted. Conversely, those who consider their reasons for 

leaving to be emotional or social often ridicule the 

“intellectuals” for their self-deception. They say things 

like: “These people think that they are so smart and so much 

better than the rest of us. Really, they left for the same reasons 

that we left, but they don’t want to admit it, so they protect 

themselves by claiming intellectual reasons.”  

Sigmund Freud wrote about the “narcissism of small 

differences,” the need to create and emphasize differen-

tiation among those who seem similar to each other. The 

most poignant form of this differentiation that I found in 

my seventy-four interviews of former Hasidim revolved 

around exiters’ supposed reason for leaving. 

The irony of all this is that by demanding allegiance 

to one narrative for exiting, we exiters are transposing 

the fixation on purity within Orthodox society, the need 

to adhere to the one “true path” or perspective, onto our 

freely chosen lives. We should be vigilant against recre-

ating the kinds of divisions and subdivisions so preva-

lent in our communities of origin. If there are “seventy 

faces of the Torah,” there are certainly at least as many 

faces of heresy.  

Zalman Newfield is Assistant Professor of Sociology at 

the Borough of Manhattan Community College, CUNY. His 

forthcoming book, Degrees of Separation: Identity Forma-

tion While Leaving Ultra-Orthodox Judaism, will be pub-

lished in April 2020 by Temple University Press. Visit him 

online at zalmannewfield.com. 

“The Light 

Ahead” 
A Yiddish 

Movie for This 

Moment 
 

By Sara Feldman  

 

Ain davar chadash tachas hashamesh – there is 

nothing new under the sun. As frum commu-

nities right now debate how to deal with the 

COVID-19 outbreak, with some people ad-

vocating practical measures and others 
more worried about metaphysical concerns, 

we can find the same controversy in a Yid-

dish film from almost a hundred years ago. 

 

Witnessing the coronavirus pandemic 

spread thanks to negligent governments 

and communities, we may feel like that 

scientist at the beginning of a movie who 

raises the alarm in vain. Why aren’t 

there enough medical supplies, when the 

powerful knew this was coming? Why are 

the sick and the millions of newly unem-

ployed not a top priority? The Jewish 

community is being hit hard. Last week 

brought confirmed cases among workers at 

the Agri Star kosher meat plant in Iowa, 

and the One Stop Kosher grocery store in 

Detroit. Typically low-wage workers with 

no paid sick leave or medical insurance, 

they are essential to the functioning of 

society and have risked their lives so 

that Jews might eat. In contrast, frum 

gatherings in defiance of public health 

warnings have led to a rising death toll 

Minhag Avoseinu B’yadenu: 

The writings of the Maskilim 
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in Brooklyn. Frum mistrust 

of laws and of uniforms 

arose as an adaptive re-

sponse to Jewish history. 

Resistance to modern sci-

ence and medicine, though 

not unique to the frum 

community, has been an in-

ternal Jewish debate since 

long before the khurbn. As 

those of us guided by the 

biological sciences prac-

tice social distancing, it 

is time to kick back with 

Edgar G. Ulmer’s 1939 Yid-

dish film, which speaks to 

our crisis.  

This film, which has 

been released as “Fishke 

der Krumer,” 

“Di Klyat-

she,” and 

“The Light 

Ahead,” draws 

from multiple 

works of 

maskil S.Y. 

Abramovitsh, 

also known as 

his pen name 

and narrator-

character, 

Mendele moyk-

her-sforim. 

The film is 

set during 

one of Men-

dele’s visits 

to his fic-

tional town 

of Glupsk 

(from a 

Slavic root meaning 

“foolish”), where the teen 

romance of poor orphans, 

the blind Hodel and the 

limping Fishke, is por-

trayed alongside a bitter 

dispute over the alloca-

tion of taxpayer money. 

While the conversations 

between Hodel and Fishke 

alternate between cute and 

philosophical, in particu-

lar with regard to God’s 

responsibility for human 

suffering, I will focus 

today on the Glupsk commu-

nity. 

The idea of building a 

hospital arises in the 

beys-medrish. Jews who 

have paid taxes are aware 

that a large sum has accu-

mulated, and believe that 

the wealthy leaders are 

not using it in a way that 

benefits the people. They 

argue around the table 

about whether or not to 

build a hospital: some 

complain that the commu-

nity only has use of witch 

doctors, while others 

maintain that it is up to 

God’s will whether one is 

sick or healed. Mendele 

points out that the local 

bokhrim are bathing in the 

filthy river, which could 

cause a cholera outbreak, 

and that it was God’s will 

to clean up the streets 

and river and to build a 

hospital, because it was 

God’s will to give people 

the khokhme to do so. 

Cholera comes to Glupsk 

when the girls, who cannot 

cool off in the river at 

any other time because it 

is occupied by boys, sneak 

into the water after Fri-

day night dinner. They are 

discovered by the shames’ 

horrified wife. Her horror 

is not because the river 

is dirty, but rather be-

cause she is afraid that 

Glupsk will be punished 

for this sin. 

The pro-hospital activ-

ists later storm into a 

meeting where rich commu-

nity leaders have been ex-

ploring frivolous and 

selfish uses of community 

funds. The leaders respond 

to the activists’ demands 

with the slur, “apikores!” 

After a heated exchange, a 

beardless activist ex-

claims, “beser a yid on a 

bord vi a bord on a 

yid!” (better a Jew with-

out a beard than a beard 

without a Jew!) but to no 

avail. Later, the shames’ 

wife inter-

rupts the 

meeting with 

the news that 

girls have 

violated sha-

bes and 

brought pun-

ishment to 

the town. Now 

concerned 

with begging 

for divine 

mercy, the 

community 

floats the 

idea of 

checking me-

zuzes and 

marrying off 

the two poor-

est residents 

in the ceme-

tery—no hospital, no 

cleanup. 

While echoes of this 

tale are sadly familiar to 

us today from the measles 

and coronavirus outbreaks 

in the frum community, the 

usefulness of doctors and 

hospitals is no longer up 

for debate. And while 

cholera weddings are of no 

use to us, perhaps Yiddish 

film is. 

 

Sara Feldman is Preceptor in Yid-

dish at Harvard University.  

Movie poster for “Fishke der Krumer,” 
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This Pesach, millions of Jewish people, myself 

included, will be sitting around their tables with fam-

ily and friends, recounting the story of our ancestors' 

miraculous rescue from slavery in Egypt. But what is 

it that we'll be discussing? Is it history, an accurate 

account of real events that happened to real people? 

Or is it mythology: a grand, fantastic story set long 

ago in a golden age, meant to explain why the world 

is the way it is and to provide lessons that guide us in 

living our lives? 
The story that we tell on Pesach almost certainly 

isn't an account of the literal emancipation of two to 

three million Jewish slaves from bondage in Egypt. 

There simply weren't enough people in Egypt at the 

time for that to be possible. Archeologists can meas-

ure the size of ancient cities, towns, and farming com-

munities. They can also calculate the numbers of peo-

ple that the agricultural technology of a particular era 

could support in a particular area. Using these meas-

ures, archeologists can get a rough estimate of a re-

gion's population in any given period. The entire 

population of Egypt in the late Bronze Age, when 

Yetzias Mitzrayim is supposed to have taken place, is 

generally estimated to have been around three mil-

lion people.1 Some Egyptologists give a broader 

range of estimates, which vary from one million on 

the low end to five million on the high end.2  
Two to three million people literally picking up 

and leaving Egypt one morning would have devas-

tated the country. Entire cities would have been left 

abandoned, and huge tracts of farmland would have 

lain fallow. The economy would have collapsed, and 

the empires on Egypt’s borders would have rushed 

in, eager to claim for themselves a piece of the sud-

denly devastated Egyptian Empire. Yet there is no 

record, written or archaeological, of such demo-

graphic and economic devastation in Ancient Egypt. 
The huge population that would have left a mark 

when it left Egypt would also have left a mark when 

it entered Canaan. Yet here, too, there is no trace of a 

sudden huge influx of people: no changes to the sizes 

of cities and farmland, and none of the sudden 

changes in material culture (the types and styles of 

things like pottery, clothing, buildings, etc.) that 

would be expected when an enormous outside popu-

The Seder:  
Debunked Myth  

or  

Mythic Inspiration? 
  

By Shragy Lowenstein 

  

There is no direct evidence that the Exodus happened as described in the Torah, and a fair 

amount of evidence that it didn’t. Yet recounting the story of Yetzias Mitzrayim at the Se-

der may still have value for those who understand it as a grand myth. 
  

Continued on page 22 
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 Petrified 
By Yaffa Slurzberg 

 
It’s like all the answers you thought were right, are wrong 

The wind knocked out of you 

The rug pulled out from under you 

My whole world turned upside down and inside out 

What, how am I supposed to go on like this? 

What is the next step in the abyss of confusion? 

What am I supposed to do? 

And it’s like out of nowhere 

Kind of 

Like the lines just thinned more and more, until they were finally crossed 

Like the bar just got so low 

I finally stepped over 

And now I feel like I’m in the deep end and don’t know how to swim 

My head under water 

Gulping for air 

Gulping for truth 

What is truth anymore?  

What he says? 

What she says? 

What this rabbi says? 

What this priest says? 

What’s even true in this world? 

What’s true for me? What do I want? Really? What do I want? 

Breathe 

You’re alive 

You’re here for a purpose, I think?  

I stand here on the precipice of some kind of life changing moment 

My foot dangling over the edge 

And I’m 

Petrified.  
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lation enters an area. 
There is also, as in Egypt, the problem that two-and-

a-half-million plus people is far too large a number for 

the population at the time. In the late Bronze Age, settle-

ments in Canaan were small and sparse. Just a few hun-

dred years later, in the tenth century BCE, the kingdoms 

of Israel and Judah had a combined population of per-

haps 100,000 people.3 That's only 4% of the 2,500,00 Isra-

elites that were supposed to have left Egypt. 
It's impossible to overemphasize just how enormous 

a group of two to three million people was in the ancient 

world. For comparison, that's a population the size of 

Chicago, the third largest city in the United States. The 

Bnei Yisrael’s camp would have been the largest city the 

world had ever seen, the largest city to ever exist until 

modern times. The Torah says that the Bnei Yisrael, 

"Went up armed out of the land of Egypt.”4 Picture it: an 

armed camp the size of Chicago. And yet, they were 

afraid of the Egyptians at the Yam Suf, they struggled to 

defeat the Amalekim, and the meraglim returned from 

Canaan convinced that they couldn't possibly win 

against the natives. How could this be? Six hundred 

thousand armed men would have been an overwhelm-

ingly massive force in the Ancient Near East. 
The Egyptian army under Ramses II, one of Egypt’s 

greatest military leaders and a good candidate for the 

pharaoh of the Exodus, was organized in four divisions 

of four thousand infantrymen and one thousand chario-

teers each, for a grand total of twenty thousand men.5 

Even taking into account that the chariot was the tank of 

its day, and that therefore the four thousand charioteers 

would have been worth many times that number of in-

fantry -- and granting that trained soldiers are far better 

fighters than recently-escaped slaves -- the Egyptian 

army would have been hopelessly outmatched.  
Why then were the Bnei Yisrael terrified when they 

saw the Egyptians pursuing them? Even in the unlikely 

case that every soldier in the Egyptian army had been 

recalled from their far-flung posts around the Egyptian 

empire and were part of the pursuing force -- as the 

pasuk says, Pharaoh pursued the Bnei Yisrael with, "all 

the chariots of Egypt,"6 -- the Israelite fighting men 

would still have outnumbered the Egyptians thirty to 

one. 
It would have been suicidal for the Egyptians, the 

Amaleikim, or the Canaanim to engage such a massive 

force. Yet the Torah says that the Egyptians chased the 

Bnei Yisrael with the intention of forcing them to return 

to Egypt, that the Bnei Yisrael struggled to fend off the 

Amaleki attack, and that the Bnei Yisrael were frightened 

of the inhabitants of Canaan. This is all evidence from 

the Torah itself that the number of Israelite men who left 

Egypt must have been far less than six hundred thou-

sand. 
Then there's the complete lack of physical evidence 

for this massive number of people traipsing through the 

desert. It’s utterly implausible that 600,000 men plus 

women and children left behind no physical evidence 

whatsoever. Archeologists can find faint traces left be-

hind thousands of years ago by small bands of nomads. 

We would expect the enormous Israelite population to 

leave behind lots of archeological evidence. Yet exten-

sive archeological surveys of the Sinai peninsula have 

yielded nothing from the era of Yetzias Mitzrayim. No 
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potsherds, no structures from when the Bnei Yisrael 

camped for extended periods, no trace at all of ancient 

habitation or encampments. There is not the slightest bit 

of archeological evidence for even a small group of refu-

gees fleeing through the Sinai in the Late Bronze Age, let 

alone an encampment the size of the city of Chicago.7  
When confronted with the lack of evidence, those 

who want to maintain the traditional view of Yetzias 

Mitzrayim often repeat, "absence of evidence is not evi-

dence of absence." Perhaps the Egyptians erased the evi-

dence of Yetzias Mitzrayim because it was embarrassing 

to them, they say, or perhaps the archaeological evi-

dence of the Bnei Yisrael’s camp lies buried, as yet undis-

covered, somewhere in the vast expanse of the Sinai de-

sert. 
Perhaps. It's not impossible. But, “it's not impossi-

ble” is not a high enough bar to justify accepting that 

something is true, let alone something like a miraculous 

exodus from slavery and the subsequent Divine Revela-

tion of the Torah. Worse, it's not actually an answer to 

the problem of the lack of evidence. It's an acknowledge-

ment that there is no evidence, and then that problem is 

hand waved aside because, hey, maybe there's a reason 

for the lack of evidence that allows believers to continue 

believing in the Exo-

dus without being 

obviously ridicu-

lous. While it's not 

impossible that the 

Exodus happened 

and there's some 

reason that we have-

n't found any evidence of it, we should not lose sight of 

the fact that we have not found any evidence for it. 
The evidence shows that the enormous numbers 

given in the Torah are highly implausible, perhaps even 

impossible. At most, if there was an Exodus, there might 

have been a small group that left Egypt. Not the hun-

dreds of thousands of men claimed in the Torah, and 

certainly not the millions that number implies.8  
If the story of Yetzias Mitzrayim and Matan Torah is-

n’t history, then what is it? 
The answer is that it’s a myth – and it was never 

meant to be history. 
A myth, in the formal sense, doesn't necessarily 

mean a completely fictional story. A myth is any story 

about things that happened in the past which explains 

natural or cultural phenomena and shapes a people's 

worldview.9 Mythical stories tell of gods and heroes, 

extraordinary beings doing extraordinary things in an 

extraordinary time when such fateful things happened. 

They are stories that inform people about why things are 

the way they are and provide inspirational models to 

guide behavior in day-to-day life.10 
Myths are always told as though they describe 

events that happened in the real world, even when those 

Six hundred thousand armed men would have been an 
overwhelmingly massive force in the Ancient Near East. It 
would have been suicidal for the Egyptians, the Amaleikim, 
or the Canaanim to engage such a massive force.  
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events violate the laws of nature or are otherwise impos-

sible. There's no expectation that the stories should be 

plausible, and no attempt is made to explain how the 

impossible event was possible. There's no need to prove 

that a myth is true. A myth is authoritative because it's a 

myth.11 History’s purpose is to inform us about real 

events that happened in the past to real people. A 

myth’s purpose is to inform us about our relationship to 

the world. 

Myths from around the world often share style ele-

ments as well -- character archetypes, settings, and 

themes that frequently pop up in myths from different 

cultures. The story of Yetzias Mitzrayim is loaded with 

mythical elements. Details of the story have recognizable 

mythic motifs which would have resonated with the 

ancient Israelites who were its original audience. One of 

its central scenes, krias Yam Suf, echoes earlier Ancient 

Near Eastern myths in which Marduk, a Mesopotamian 

god, split the sea serpent Tiamat in two to create the 

world of men, who live between her halves. Baal, a Ca-

naanite god, battled with Yam, the god of seas and riv-

ers, and tore him to pieces. 
The story of Matan Torah also evokes common Near 

Eastern mythical motifs. A mountain often appears in 

mythology as a meeting place between humans and 

gods, as mountaintops are halfway between the world of 

men on earth and the world of gods in the sky.12 A god 

giving a law code to a people through a leader is also a 

common trope. Both of these elements appear in the 

story of the origin of the code of Hammurabi, a collec-

tion of Babylonian laws that dates from the eighteenth 

century BCE,13 about four hundred years before the tra-

ditional date for Matan Torah. It consists of two hundred 

and eighty-two laws inscribed on a stone stele. At the 

top of the stele, a carving depicts Hammurabi atop a 

mountain, receiving a rod and a ring, symbolizing the 

authority to make laws, from Shamash, the Mesopota-

mian god of the sun and of justice. 
If our ancestors didn't leave Egypt in a great mass, 

then what did happen? Is there any truth to the story at 

all? 
There probably is a kernel of historical truth in it. 

We know that there were Semitic slaves in Egypt, and 

that groups of slaves did escape from time to time. And 

there are parts of the story that make sense in historical 

context, such as the decision to take the southern route 

rather than the more direct northern route; the northern 

trade route was protected by a string of Egyptian forts. 

Archeologists have also recovered hundreds of clay tab-

lets that refer to a group called the "Habiru" or "Apiru." 

They were people on the fringes of society, bandits, fugi-

tives, and escaped slaves who lived in the Canaanite 

highlands at the edges of the settled Canaanite king-

doms.14 The name of the group in Akkadian is similar to 

"Ivri." It may be that the Akkadian "Apiru" became the 

Hebrew "Ivri." 
With this in mind, we can reconstruct a probable 

historical Exodus: a group of slaves escaped from Egypt 

and spent some time at a desert oasis. From there, they 

joined the bands of Habiru in the Canaanite highlands. 

They brought with them their religion, a henotheistic 

faith with a jealous god who commanded his followers 

to "have no other gods before me," but didn't deny the 

existence of those other deities. They may have been in-

fluenced by the same currents in Egyptian society that 

led the Pharaoh Akhenaton around the same time to 

briefly adopt the monotheistic worship of the sun-disc, 

Aten. In time, the newcomers' religion was adopted by 

the rest of the Habiru, and the escaped slaves became 

the religious leaders. As latecomers, this new priestly 

class, who came to be known as Leviim, had no heredi-

tary territory.15 The story of the slaves' escape from 

Egypt was adopted as a founding myth of the Habiru, 

even though most of them were not descended from that 

group. This is similar to how the story of the Mayflower 

is one of the United States' founding myths, even though 

most Americans are not descended from the group that 

came over on the Mayflower.  
If the Exodus didn't happen, if it's a myth with at 

best a small seed of historical truth, then what are we all 

doing on Pesach? Is the Seder nothing more than a cha-

Seal cylinder depicting the battle between Marduk and Tiamat 

If the story of Yetzias Mitzrayim and Matan Torah isn’t history, then what 
is it? The answer is that it’s a myth. 
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rade, a commemoration of something that never was? 
For some, there's no doubt that is. Especially for 

those of us raised in the frum world, where Biblical liter-

alism rules and even suggesting that the events recorded 

in the Torah didn't literally happen is apikorsus, decon-

structing the story of Yetzias Mitzrayim, demonstrating 

that it's not historical truth and perhaps was never 

meant to be, turns the Seder, the commemoration of that 

event, into a farce. 
I would like to suggest a different approach. It's an 

approach that likely will not work for everyone, and 

that's okay. It works for me, and, I hope, will work for 

some of you. It is to approach the story as it was likely 

originally perceived: as a myth. As a story that we can 

use to illustrate values that we feel are worthwhile, that 

can guide our behavior and tell us about our place in the 

world, and can link us to others, past, present, and fu-

ture. 
The way that we recount the story on 

Pesach is mythical. The Haggadah frames it 

not as a historical commemoration of the 

Exodus or Sinai, but a reliving of those 

events. Everyone is required to see himself 

as if he had personally left Egypt. This is the 

mythic conception of an event: an event is 

not a discrete instance of something that 

happened in the past, but is something that, 

while set in the past, continues to happen in 

the present, reverberating down through the 

generations. 
The historicity of a myth -- whether or 

not there really was in Exodus, whether or 

not the Jewish people really stood at Sinai 

and received the Torah -- is immaterial to the 

meaningfulness of the myth. The myth is 

about the beginning of the Jewish nation. It's 

about us differentiating ourselves from the 

dominant culture of the time, “leaving 

Egypt,” and forming a unique identity as the 

Jewish people. It's about the beginning of the 

Jewish people as a distinct people, and the 

beginning of Jewish values: the values of 

defending the downtrodden, for we were 

once slaves to Pharaoh in Egypt, and of pri-

oritizing scholarship and intellectual pur-

suits, for we are the people of the book. It 

sets its lessons in the epic language of the 

Ancient Near East, yet it also tells us that we 

can be successful in realizing its ideals in the 

real world. It places common tropes like the 

splitting of the sea not in the age of the gods, 

as do the myths of Marduk and Baal, but in the age of 

men, the age in which we live.16 
The Exodus narrative establishes the Jewish people 

as its own entity, but only in a negative sense. It's about 

what we're not - we're not Egyptians. We're not going to 

be subsumed in the dominant culture. Sinai is about 

who we are: the people of the book. We are the people 

who value the scholar over the warrior, and who, at our 

most idealistic, value scholarship, understanding, and 

wisdom over wealth and other material good.17  
Nietzsche picked up on this, but he took the wrong 

lesson from it. He called it “slave morality.” A morality 

that stresses justice and equality before the law for all 

members of the group. A morality that celebrates intel-

lectual over physical achievements. A morality that roots 

for the underdog. He advocated instead for a morality 

where the strong do what they can. He may be techni-

cally right: the strong can do as they will while others 

Barcelona Hagaddah, 1340 
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concern themselves with justice and wisdom. But a 

world where the strong do as they will is a world that 

most of us would not want to live in. The core values of 

Judaism contribute to a world that everyone can live in. 

A world where knowledge progresses and uplift us. A 

world where we all root for the underdog, where we 

help each other and everyone ends up better off. While 

we unfortunately often don't live up to these ideals, it is 

these ideals, rather than strongman ideals of Nietzsche’s 

ubermensch or the materialistic ideals of a purely con-

sumerist society that shape Jewish culture and have con-

tributed to shaping the cultures we've interacted with.18  
The story of Yetzias Mitzrayim and Matan Torah is a 

myth in every sense of the word. It is a myth in the collo-

quial sense of a story that isn't true. It is a near certainty 

that there was not an incident three and a half thousand 

years ago in which two to three million of our ancestors 

escaped slavery in Egypt amidst wonders and miracles. 

And it is a myth in the grand story sense of the word. 

It’s a story meant to tell us how we fit into the world and 

how we are to live in it. Pharaoh and the Egyptians rep-

resent a generic dominant culture, and the Exodus and 

the Sinai experience represent the Jewish experience 

down through the ages: experiences of living within and 

sharing in a wider culture while maintaining our own, 

of differentiating ourselves from the dominant culture, 

and of clinging to the love of learning and justice that 

runs through our own culture. 
Most people in our communities of origin would 

consider a mythic interpretation of Yetzias Mitzrayim and 

Matan Torah to be apikorsus. They prefer to believe that 

these stories are historically accurate, no matter how 

improbable - even near-certainly impossible - that may 

be. If interpreting these stories mythically makes me an 

apikores, I’m fine with that. I don't think we should have 

to believe in impossible things to have access to or bene-

fit from the rich mythical and historical tradition to 

which all Jews are heirs. If the myth speaks to you, its 

historical accuracy is beside the point. If the myth does-

n't speak to you, then you're free to ignore it. 
Personally, I find value in the myth, and in the ker-

nel of history it was likely built upon. The story of a rag-

tag group of slaves who escaped their bondage, eked out 

lives on the fringes of society, and rose to prominence as 

the creators of a mythos whose ideas are echoed by half 

the world's population and which have shaped the his-

tory of humanity is inspiring. As are the lessons we can 

choose to derive from the myth, lessons of humility, 

kindness, and love of learning. When I sit at the Seder 

table this Pesach, it is that myth that I’ll be recounting, 

and it is that myth that I hope to pass on to my children. 
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Joseph Telushkin’s Rebbe: The 

Life and Teachings of Menachem M. 

Schneerson, the Most Influential Rabbi 

in Modern History, is not a naive 

work of hagiography. Telushkin 

presents ample evidence, thought-

fully evaluates it, and even occa-

sionally states that he disagrees 

with the positions taken by his sub-

ject (such as the Rebbe’s more un-

compromising views on the Israeli-

Palestinian conflict). Published in 

2014 by Harper Wave, this 515-page 

tome is much more sophisticated 

than the typical biographies of ultra

-Orthodox luminaries such as the 

Chazon Ish, the Satmar Rebbe, or 

Rabbi Moshe Feinstein, published 

by Orthodox presses like Artscroll, 

Mesorah, or Feldheim.  

Nonetheless, anyone who reads 

Telushkin’s book and is already 

familiar with the Rebbe, and cer-

tainly anyone who was raised 

Lubavitch as I was, will find his 

portrayal of the Rebbe peculiar. 

Telushkin’s rendering of the Rebbe 

is akin to a description of the Mona 

Lisa that makes no mention of her 

smile. Telushkin softens many of 

the features of the Rebbe that are 

most central for his followers. 

The exact relationship between 

official Lubavitch representatives 

and Telushkin’s book is unclear. 

Telushkin states that Ben Feder-

man, a Lubavitch businessman, 

supported his project financially 

and made it possible for him to, 

“devote the years necessary to 

bring this book to fruition.” He also 

states that he worked on the book 

for five years and made regular 

trips to Lubavitch world headquar-

ters at 770 Eastern Parkway in 

Crown Heights, Brooklyn, to con-

duct his research. He was given 

access to unedited transcripts of 900 

interviews with people who knew 

the Rebbe, and some 50 prominent 

Lubavitch representatives granted 

him interviews. Left unclear is 

whether officials in Lubavitch influ-

enced the focus of the book or its 

conclusions. Whatever the case, 

Rebbe, based on both what it in-

cludes in and what it excludes from 

its pages, presents a distorted pic-

ture of who the Rebbe was and 

what it was about him that capti-

vated his followers and so many 

others around the world. 

Telushkin focuses on the ethical 

and positive attributes (middos to-

vos) the Rebbe possessed. Accord-

ing to Telushkin, the Rebbe always 

remained optimistic, was kind to all 

those he encountered, was sensitive 

in the extreme to the needs of oth-

Soft-Pedaling the Legacy 

of the  

Lubavitcher Rebbe 
 

 

By Zalman Newfield 

 

We’re all familiar with the hagiographies of gedolim that are standard fare in the frum world. 

The book reviewed here doesn’t attribute the supernatural qualities to its subject that are 

common in gedolim books – and in avoiding this trope, it too fails to capture a realistic picture 

of the Rebbe and his followers. 
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ers, and avoided the use of negative 

words (so, for example, the Rebbe 

would insist on referring to a hospi-

tal as “beit refuah,” a house of heal-

ing, rather than the common locu-

tion, “beit cholim,” a house of the 

ill). 

While the Rebbe may well have 

embodied these admittedly admira-

ble qualities, these were never the 

key focus of Lubavitchers’ attach-

ment to the Rebbe. Lubavitchers are 

committed body and soul to the 

Rebbe because they believe—as is 

often openly discussed within the 

community—that the Rebbe is 

“atzmus umihus milubash b’guf,” the 

essence of God incarnate (literally 

“clothed in a body”); that he is the 

“memutza hamichaber,” the conduit 

that connects them to God and the 

avenue for divine blessings for the 

world. Period. 

Telushkin focuses on how the 

Rebbe was respected by people in 

positions of authority. He was re-

spected by American politicians 

from both major parties, and was 

awarded a Congressional Gold 

Medal with bipartisan support. In 

Israel, too, politicians from across 

the political spectrum admired the 

Rebbe and consulted with 

him. Telushkin also focuses on the 

relationship between the Rebbe and 

the Modern Orthodox rabbinic gi-

ant, Rav Soloveitchik. Never mind 

that, aside from their time together 

in university in Berlin in the early 

1930s, the two men barely ever met 

in person. And they lived a fairly 

short car ride away from each other 

for over half a century! 

Telushkin’s portrait of the 

Rebbe is certainly compelling, but 

as the rabbinic dictum goes, ikar 

chosar min hasefer: he misses the 

main point of what the Rebbe 

meant to his devout and devoted 

followers. Telushkin describes how 

thousands visited the Rebbe for one

-on-one meetings 

(yechidusen) and how tens 

of thousands more came to 

receive a dollar for charity 

from the Rebbe’s hand and 

to be in his presence for a 

brief moment. He neglects 

to mention that many of 

these people believed that 

the Rebbe could perform 

miracles or that he could 

bestow blessings that 

would actually come to 

fruition. Instead Telushkin 

emphasizes the humanistic 

qualities of the Rebbe: how 

he genuinely cared for all 

of humanity, how he lis-

tened intently when others 

spoke, his uncanny ability 

to remember minor details 

in the lives of his thou-

sands of visitors, and how 

he would sometimes astonish visi-

tors by mentioning a seemingly 

insignificant biographical detail 

told to him decades earlier.    

Telushkin repeatedly states that 

Lubavitch now has “Chabad 

Houses in forty-eight American 

states … and in some eighty coun-

tries … run by over four thousand 

Chabad couples,” and that 

Lubavitch global operations have 

doubled in size since the Rebbe’s 

passing in 1994. The obvious ques-

tion is, how did the Rebbe manage 

to inspire thousands of his follow-

ers to travel literally to the ends of 

the earth to strengthen Judaism, 

thousands of miles away from their 

families, friends, and developed 

Jewish communities? 

Telushkin states that “the se-

cret” of Lubavitch success after the 

Rebbe’s death is the same as before 
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it—the Rebbe. But he doesn’t ex-

plain what the Rebbe meant to his 

followers during his lifetime, so the 

secret remains a mystery to the 

readers of this book. The thousands 

of people who have uprooted their 

lives and traveled across the world 

to assist complete strangers didn’t 

do so because their leader used 

positive words and took a personal 

interest in their lives. The thou-

sands who visit the gravesite of the 

Rebbe at Old Montefiore Cemetery, 

in Queens, New York, each year do 

not come because the Rebbe found 

a way to “express disagreement 

without being disagreeable,” or 

because he made a habit of working 

with people he disagreed with. 

In truth, they do these things 

because Lubavitchers still believe, 

even after his death, that the Rebbe 

is vital for their connection to God; 

because they are totally devoted to 

him and believe that his wishes are 

still their commands. Furthermore, 

their persistent belief that the Rebbe 

continues to provide them with 

protection and blessings in their 

work is what gives them confidence 

to continue in their outreach mis-

sion, despite any obstacles they 

may face.  

Undoubtedly, Telushkin is 

aware of the spiritual beliefs 

Lubavitchers maintain about the 

Rebbe. It would be difficult to have 

a casual conversation for a few min-

utes with committed Lubavitchers 

and not hear about them, let alone 

the five years Telushkin spent im-

mersed in Crown Heights research-

ing his book. It seems clear that Te-

lushkin, his publisher, or the official 

Lubavitch representatives he inter-

acted with, chose to present a 

softer, more digestible, human ver-

sion of the Rebbe, one that glosses 

over the most basic Lubavitch be-

liefs about the Rebbe’s spiritual 

status and powers.  

This secularized and sanitized 

version of the Rebbe misses the 

point of who the Rebbe was and 

what he meant (and still means 25 

years after his death!) to his fervent 

followers and to many others. In 

order to assess the life of the Rebbe, 

the public needs books about him 

that accurately detail who he was, 

what he represented, and what he 

meant to his thousands of acolytes 

around the world.  
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I never thought I would be 

here. If you had told me ten years 

ago that I would be “off the derech,” 

I would have laughed in your face. 

I had strong judgments about peo-

ple who were OTD. I thought of 

them as nebuch cases. Yet, here I am, 

writing a memoir for a magazine 

literally called Apikorsus!  

Every person who is off the 

derech (OTD) has their own story 

about how they ended up in this 

“club,” their own journey to where 

they are now. Some of us haven't 

identified with the strict confine-

ment of Orthodoxy since our early 

childhood or teenage years. Some 

left that life as a result of trauma 

and/or abuse. Why did I go OTD?! 

I’d say my reasons are a combina-

tion of both. 

I was always a big rule fol-

lower; I followed all the rules of 

being a “frum bas Yisroel” to the “T.” 

I didn’t listen to secular radio or 

music until middle school. I rarely 

hung out with boys and never had 

a boyfriend. Boys usually made fun 

of me and I was so awkward 

around them, so I had no interest in 

fraternizing with them any-

way. I kept the laws of 

tznius, with its knee 

socks, cotton shells, 

and skirt slits sewn 

up. I had no de-

sire to wear any 

clothing 

that did-

n’t fit 

the tznius dress code. 

Every so often, I 

would think about 

how it would feel to 

ride my bike in shorts, or 

to not have to worry about 

finding a clean shell to wear 

under a non-tznius top. But I just 

accepted that this was my reality: 

this is just how it was.  

And yet, internally, I always 

knew there were holes in religion. 

There were doubts that I yearned to 

have answers for. I often asked 

questions that my teachers and rab-

bis couldn’t answer. They either 

made me feel dumb for asking or 

gave me some ambiguous answer 

that made me lose even more re-

spect for them.  

For instance, I 

could never 

wrap my 

head 

around the halacha prohibiting tak-

ing medicine on Shabbos. Why 

can’t I take an Advil for a headache 

just because, in the “olden days,” 

we made medicine with a mortar 

and pestle?! Or, when I was in 

seminary, I learned that I was obli-

gated to insert a bedika cloth inside 

my vagina three times a day for 

seven days! I was horrified! I mean, 

at the time I was a virgin. I had 

never even used tampons, and so 

the thought of having to insert any-

thing into my vagina three times a 

day for a week was terrifying! I re-

member thinking, in that moment, 

that whatever bare minimum num-

ber of bedikos we “have to do,” 

that’s all I'm doing, because I sure 

as hell was NOT drying out my 
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vagina with 21 bedika cloths! Oh, 

and I was definitely not sending 

soiled cloths or underwear to the 

door step of some old rabbi for him 

to decide if I could have sex or not.  

Another source of my unease 

with the Orthodox lifestyle was the 

fact that I never felt like I fit into a 

specific segment of Orthodox Juda-

ism. I felt like I had one foot in the 

yeshivish world and the other in the 

Chabad world - and a third in the 

“both parents are baalei teshuva and 

they picked and chose what min-

hagin they felt like doing” world. I 

hated when people would ask me if 

I was Chabad. I never knew how to 

answer the question. I didn’t feel 

like I was fully Chabad, but I defi-

nitely wasn’t completely yeshivish 

either.  

As frum as I was growing up, 

we were “out of town,” and my 

parents are baalei teshuva. So we 

grew up watching TV and movies, 

using the internet, and listening to 

secular music. My sheltering was 

not completely bulletproof. And 

yet, there was this subconscious 

understanding that the people on 

the TV screen, in the books I read, 

in the songs I listened to were 

“other.”I “knew” that goyim or frei 

Jews lived that way, but I was frum, 

so we, “didn’t do that.” We didn’t 

have boyfriends, we didn’t have sex 

before marriage, we didn’t drink 

alcohol or chill in bars or smoke 

marijuana. That was all just 

“goyish.” No real rhyme or reason, 

it just was. Looking from the out-

side in, the only explanation I can 

think of for adhering to such unre-

alistic ideologies is a combination of 

indoctrination and isolation, or 

more colloquially, “living in a bub-

ble.”  

That bubble finally burst when 

I was in grad school. Sure, I went to 

Touro’s Physician Assistant Pro-

gram, but most of my class were a 

bunch of Irish and Italians from 

Long Island! I grew up in a home 

where my parents spoke freely to 

Jews and non-Jews alike. With my 

personality, I quickly became 

friends with both the Jews and the 

non-Jews in my class. And, as much 

as we may not want to believe it, 

we are the company we keep.  

Still, I think that for me, it runs 

deeper than that. Deep down, I al-

ways felt more comfortable in a 

crowd where I felt free to curse as 

much as I wanted, or speak about 

subjects like sex and sexuality that 

are usually taboo in frum circles. 

These interactions were the start of 

my outer shell finally beginning to 

crack to reveal my authentic self.  

I always loved singing, but was 

constrained by the law of kol isha. I 

always loved shaking my 

“milkshake” to hip hop and pop, 

but was always confined to dancing 

“goyish” in front of my bedroom 

mirror, behind closed doors. The 

first time I danced in a bar/club was 

one of the most liberating feelings 

I’ve ever had in my life. The eupho-

ria of it all was intoxicating. (As 

were my first times drinking and 

smoking hookah.)  

My journey was pretty gradual. 

At first, I went dancing, but I still 

didn’t touch any guys. Then I was-

n’t shomer anymore, but I still re-

mained a virgin. I still never wore 

pants. I still kept kosher and Shab-

bos. But I didn’t look at the packag-

ing of drink mixes or alcohol when 

I went out drinking, and I used the 

eruv in Brooklyn. I lived this way 

for about four years.  

That changed this past summer. 

(I don’t care to try to pinpoint the 

exact moment that was the catalyst 

for me not keeping Shabbos any-

more. I find that it doesn’t really 

matter. It’s my choice no matter 

what my reasoning is and whether 

or not anyone else finds my reason-

ing valid.) This summer was the 

first time I dated a non-Jew. I lost 

my virginity to a non-Jew. I 

stopped keeping Shabbos, I started 

to wear pants all the time. I started 

to not keep kosher.  

Even my decline in Shabbos and 

kashrus observance was gradual. At 

first, I still didn’t eat any meat or 

chicken that wasn’t kosher. Right 

now, the only thing I haven’t tried 

yet is shellfish and pork products. 

That first subway ride on Shabbos 

was almost like an out of body ex-

perience. I had so much anxiety 

that I would purposely walk two 

avenues over to the next subway 

stop in order to try to avoid scru-

tiny from the frum community I live 

in.  

My OTD journey is still evolv-

ing. I still live in an ultra-Orthodox 

community, with ultra-Orthodox 

roommates, who I try to keep my 

OTD ITC from. I put my wallet and 

phone in kosher grocery stores bags 

when I leave the apartment on 

Shabbos. I only use my phone in my 

room, with headphones.  

No one knows exactly why one 

person will go OTD and another 

will remain frum. I’m an identical 

twin, and in terms of lifestyle, my 

sister and I couldn’t be more differ-

ent. She is married with three kids 

k”h, living her best, frum Chabad 

life. And here I am, debating 

whether or not to get my first tat-

too. Take that for an interesting so-

cial twin study experiment!  

I hope my story helps you live 

your story, and gives you hope and 

faith in this journey we call life.  

 
Yaffa Slurzberg is a Physician Assis-

tant by day, but at night puts on her crea-

tive hat; dabbling in singing covers, poetry, 

and freelance make up gigs. She holds 2 

bachelor’s and a Master’s, and is an astrol-

ogy enthusiast. Her YouTube channel is 

Aquarian Queen, where she talks about the 

above interests and more. (Like, comment, 

and subscribe ;)).  
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